WASHINGTON
I NT E R A CT IV E

Quick Start Guide

Version 2022.5

What’s New With 2022 Version
A New Format: The format has been completely restructured for easier use for students and
teachers. There is now a Teacher Landing Page that is similar to the students’ that provides easy
access to all the important files, including the Furtive chapters.
Updated Picture Galleries: The Picture Galleries have been updated and added to,
providing students with an even greater opportunity to see the state.
Narrated Student Articles: One of the most requested additions from users was to have
the articles narrated. Most of the articles now provide narration. A teaching tip is that you can
push the space bar while listening/reading and that will pause the narration. Pushing the space bar
again, continues it.
New Student Contests: We are excited for our contests this year, with the first one being in
October. You can read more about them in the Teacher Landing Page.
Write The Author: Many students become enamored with the story, and now there’s a
chance to ask the author a question. Again, check out more at the Teacher Landing Page.

Using The Quick Start Guide
Teaching is an art. And by no means is this guide a replacement for
what a good teacher can do with quality material. Instead, it’s meant
to give you an idea of how we’ve taught the class in the past and a
general timeline. But as you know, lesson timing is everything. Some
things that you think will move slow, the students pick up on quickly
and vice versa.
For the most part, this guide takes one lesson a day, assuming a 45
minute lesson timeframe. But again this is dependent on you. If you
blow through a lesson and you feel the students have the content,
feel free to move to the next lesson.
Again, we developed this guide as just that . . . a guide, not a step-bystep how to. We assume you have some knowledge about
Washington state, that you preview the material before flipping on
the computer, that you read the Furtive chapters before reading it to
the class. These are all instructional moves that good teachers do in
order to feel prepared when it’s time to teach the lesson.
We fully anticipate and expect that you pull in different questions,
scenarios, pictures, stories, etc. because you need to make this
program your own.
We also strongly encourage you to make time for the student
contests. They’re a nice change of pace and students enjoy them.
We wish you best, and we’re always looking for feedback.
geographyofwashington@gmail.com.
Best,
WA INTERACTIVE TEAM

To get started, this guide will help you become more familiar with
each of the components of the program and how they work to set
you up for success.
The first component is the Student Articles. This essentially
is the text by which students will use. These articles focus on the
geography, history, civics, and skills within a region of study. The
Articles are found on the Student Landing Page.
The regions of study include: The North Cascades, Upper
Northwest, San Juan and Whidbey Islands, Strait of Juan de Fuca,
Olympic Peninsula, Columbia Gorge, Columbia Plateau, Blue
Mountains, and Okanogan Highlands.

We created the Articles around geographical regions and chose not to use the traditional linear timeline
approach.We found that by studying our state by region, it keeps students’ interest better.
The student text is all digital.
Students read the material digitally. Gone are the days of the textbook. Take a look at the
two methods below:

Digital Method
This assumes students have their own
individual devices. (i.e., tablet, laptop).
1. Have students log in. (Under the
student login link at
(www.sspublishing.org)
2. Project your Teacher Landing Page as
well. It’s very similar to the students’.
That link will be/was provided for you in
an email.
3. Students can follow along with you as
you go through each section, or can
work at their own pace.

Traditional Method
This assumes you didn’t purchase student
individual accounts. You will need to project your
screen so students can see the content. Not ideal,
but still can work.
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Understanding The Process
Once you purchase the program, you’ll be given student logins. Assign those logins to your
students as you see fit. In order for students to login, they go to: www.sspublishing.org and
click on Log In/Galleries. and enter their credentials. Depending on how your account was set
up, students may have individual account logins or one general login that all students use. This
page is called the Student Landing Page.
As the teacher, you will receive (via email) a separate private login to the Teacher Landing Page.
This login should not be shared with your students. This page looks similar to the students’,
and you can use it when you are projecting your screen and teaching. It also includes the links
to the Furtive chapters that the students don’t have.
With your initial email, you also received a zipped file of all the assessments and answer keys.
Each is conveniently separated so you can easily share them via Google Classroom or other
preferred method or can print them out and give them to students physically.
Though the majority of this curriculum is digital, there is the need to have some physical pages
because we’ve found that it helps with the concepts (i.e., mapping). You will want to print out
and copy the Initial WA State Map, found in the assessment section of the Teacher Landing
Page.
Once students have their logins and their initial printed map, students are ready to begin. You
should spend considerable time in is the GEOGRAPHY and FOUNDATIONS sections of
the Student Articles. (Note that the Articles are not numbered in traditional page numbers,
but by section number.)
READ FURTIVE: Furtive is the companion novel that corresponds with the regions of study and
whets the students’ appetite for learning. As you are studying the GEOGRAPHY and
FOUNDATIONS lessons, we recommend reading the prologue after the students have
completed a couple of Articles. Then have the students complete another couple of Articles
and read Chapter 1. Then have students complete the last of the GEOGRAPHY and
FOUNDATION lessons and read Chapter 2.
Teachers can always find out which chapters to read in Furtive in the Teacher Landing Page and
scrolling down to the Furtive section.
* Note: If you’ve purchased the Furtive novel (physical book) for each student, we
recommend collecting them after reading the corresponding chapters as you don’t
want students reading ahead!

Once you have taken the students through all of the GEOGRAPHY and FOUNDATIONS
Articles, you’re ready to start to learn about the specific regions and read more from Furtive.
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So now you’re ready to start the first region: The North Cascades.
Students login and go the Student Landing Page and scroll down to Student Articles. They
should choose the first link, The North Cascades 1.0. Students can read the article
individually or follow along as you do. Once you finish the article you can elect to discuss
what you’ve read or have students take an assessment or complete the exit ticket. (Each
Article has a learning target and success criteria.)
Depending on the region of study, you may have up to eight corresponding articles. Once
you finish reading all of the related Articles (For example - the first region, The North
Cascades, has two articles), it’s time to have students view the Picture Galleries.
The Picture Galleries go hand in hand with the region of study. Each picture has a
description that’s a good launching point for further discussion. You, as well as the students,
access the Picture Galleries via the link at www.sspublishing.org > Log In To Galleries.
It’s our recommendation that you go through and guide the students in the Picture
Galleries. There is great opportunity for dialogue here, rather than just assigning students to
blow through the gallery quickly and take the assessment. After reading through the Picture
Gallery, you can choose to give the assessment based upon the material that particular
Gallery covered.
And lastly, you’ll read Furtive. By having read the Articles and gone through the Picture
Gallery first, students will have some background when reading/listening to the story. You
will find that the story will be highly engaging for the students.
The process of reading the Student Articles and then viewing the Picture Galleries, and
reading Furtive is repeated for each region of study.
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Furtive Chapters
For Furtive I, here are the chapters and when you should read them.
Prologue, Ch. 1, Ch. 2: Read as you’re going through the geography and
foundations sections.
Chapter 3 and 4: Read after studying the North Cascades.
Chapter 5: Read after Upper Northwest
Chapter 6: Read after Puget Sound Lowlands.
Chapter 7: Read after San Juan / Whidbey Island
Chapter 8: Read after Strait of Juan de Fuca
Chapter 9: Read after Olympic Peninsula
Chapter 10: Read after Columbia Gorge
Chapter 11, 12, 13: Read after Columbia Plateau/Okanogan Highlands
Chapter 14 - 19, and Epilogue: Read after Blue Mountains

Furtive II Chapters
For Furtive II, here are the chapters and when you should read them. This assumes you
purchased DLC-1.
Prologue, Ch. 1: Read right away
Chapter 2-5: Read after DLC 1.0 and DLC 1.1
Chapter 6-7: Read after DLC 1.2 and DLC 1.3
Chapter 8-13: Read after DLC 1.4
Chapter 14 - 21, and Epilogue: Read after DLC 1.5

Day Planning
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Day 1:
Overall, you want students to begin to think about Washington state and learn the
directions of a compass. You also want students to familiarize themselves with the
Student Landing Page.
Assuming you’ve set up your room with at least one section of wall dedicated to the time periods students
will be studying (see the last page of this guide) and that students have a physical copy of the WA
INTERACTIVE MAP, (see the 2nd to last page of this guide) you’re ready to get started. We would
also recommend that you have a large WA Map in your classroom.
Brainstorm with the students what they think they know about Washington state. That can be facts (ie., we
have the Seattle Seahawks) to areas or places the students have been.
Ask where each of the students were born? And their parents, and so on.You might think about putting pins
on the map that shows that information.
Before handing out the WA INTERACTIVE BLANK MAP, give the students a blank piece of paper and have
them attempt to draw the border of the state and anything they can think of that they could label (ie.,
Columbia River). Share those with each other and have students put their map in a folder or binder. They
will use it throughout the program.
Have students login to their devices (assuming you’ve given the students their credentials) and take a few
minutes to have them explore the Student Landing Page.You should have your Teacher Landing Page
projected as well so students see that your screen is nearly identical to theirs.
Have students go to the first geography lesson, the Geography Intro and discuss the learning target and
the uses for a compass, a device invented by the Chinese 2000 years ago. Review direction. It always helps
to have students know which wall of the classroom is north, south, east, west. Many teachers have their
walls labeled as such.
Have students complete the questions at the bottom of the page.
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Day 2:
You want students to be able to understand longitude, latitude, and GPS,
along with having some proficiency in finding GPS coordinates within Google
Maps.
Begin a discussion about longitude, latitude, and GPS by asking students if anyone knows what
those are and what they might be used for.
Have students login to the Student Landing Page as well as you login to the Teacher Landing Page
and go to the geography lessons, specifically to Geography 1.0.
Once there, read and discuss the information (or click on the narration and listen), stopping when
appropriate. TIP:You can hit the spacebar if you’re using narration to pause it.
Have students go to Google Maps (maps.google.com) and find the GPS coordinates for various
things in Washington state. State parks, landmarks (like the Space Needle) are good suggestions.
The goal is you want students familiar with this because the process will help them when the
contest comes open.
Have students show you their answer for the Exit Ticket.
Complete Geography Assessment 1.0 as a class or individually. All assessments
were emailed to you.
Day 3:
Take considerable time to discuss landforms. Because the Picture Galleries
hit so many, it will be important for students to be able to identify them
when they see them.
Before beginning any content, explain to the students that they or you (through read-aloud) will
be reading a novel that accompanies the things they are learning. This novel is called Furtive.
Read The Prologue and have a discussion about what you read.
Tip: If you have physical copies of Furtive that you’ve handed out, collect them back as you don’t want
students reading ahead.
Have students login to the Student Landing Page and you to the Teacher Landing Page.
Navigate to Student Articles and to the Student Article, Geography 1.1. Take a large chunk of
time to discuss each of the landforms and see if students can identify landforms they might know
about in Washington state. If time allows, have students do a search for landforms in Washington
state and share what they find.
Have students complete the exit ticket.
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Day 4:
Today is about continuing to set the stage for Furtive and learn about
coastal erosion.
Read from Furtive - Chapter 1 and discuss.
Have students login to the Student Landing Page and you to the Teacher Landing Page, and
navigate to the Student Article, Geography 1.2. This is about coastal erosion. This plays a
large role in Washington history.
Read and discuss the terms and have students do a search on coastal erosion, tidal erosion,
etc. and walk around the room looking at the different examples they find on their devices.
Complete the Exit Ticket.

Day 5:
Today is a combination of using the world map and the counties map and
making sure students understand relative size and location.
Have students login to the Student Landing Page and you to the Teacher Landing Page, and
navigate to the Student Article, Geography 1.3. This is the world map. Spend
considerable time here, asking students to find various places you choose. The goal is for
students to be somewhat proficient at navigating the map.
Once you’ve finished the exit ticket from Geography 1.3, move to Geography 1.4, which
deals with counties. Explain what a state county is and ask students questions about the
counties, such as “what counties border water?”
Have students complete the exit ticket from Geography Lesson 1.4.
Give students Geography Assessment 1.4 either individually or as a class answer the
questions.
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Day 6
Learning about Washington’s many rivers is your goal for today.
Have students login to the Student Landing Page and you to the Teacher Landing Page, and
navigate to Student Article, Geography 1.5. This is the last of the Geography Lessons.
Today is about rivers.
Take considerable time going through the key terms and have students do a search on some
of the rivers listed so they can get an idea of what some of the rivers look like.
Ask questions like, “What rivers are north of Wenatchee?” or “Which rivers flow into the
Columbia?”
Then have students take out their WA INTERACTIVE MAP and carefully draw in the two
largest rivers in our state, the Columbia and the Snake. Also have students include the Skagit
River in the northwest.
Have students complete the exit ticket.

Day 7
Let students know that today you’re moving into the Foundations Lessons. These are
important as they will help students once you move into the Geography Regions.
Have students login to the Student Landing Page and you to the Teacher Landing Page, and
navigate to Student Articles, Foundation 1.0. This introduces students to Washington
state.
Read (or use narration) for this section, pausing when you feel you need to in order to
clarify or ask questions.
Review and talk about Furtive, what you’ve already read (prologue, chapter 1) and then read
Chapter 2 and discuss.
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Day 8
Spending considerable time with chronology today is important!
This is arguably the most important lesson thus far, hence why we put
this in bold. Because the curriculum is based and taught through geographical regions,
students don’t learn the material in a linear fashion. This may seem counterintuitive but trust
us.
Yet in order for students to understand easier, we broke the curriculum into four main time
periods. Hopefully you have a bulletin board somewhere in your room that you can use.
Have students login to the Student Landing Page and you to the Teacher Landing Page, and
navigate to the Student Article, Foundation 1.1. Read through both pages and note that
it will be important for students to recognize when reading a Student Article what time
frame the Article is written in.
To give context, have students note on paper or in a journal the different time periods and
certain events and inventions that occurred during that time period. For example, the
invention of the car would go under 19+.
Brainstorm with students or have them search major inventions and/or events and discuss
as a class where those events would fall under.

Have students complete the exit ticket.
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Day 9
Today sets the stage for geographical markers on a map that students need to
know as reference points.
For today’s lesson, students will need their WA INTERACTIVE MAP.
Have students login to the Student Landing Page and you to the Teacher Landing Page, and navigate
to the Student Article, Foundation 1.2 and discuss with them that it is important to memorize
a few key geographical markers, and in this case, those markers are in Foundation 1.2.
Have students copy all the geographical regions on their own maps. Once they finish, have students
do a search for facts about each of the locales. For example, students could look up something
about Bellingham and share with a partner or as a class.

Day 10
Understanding the diverse climate in Washington state is the focus of today’s
lesson.
Have students login to the Student Landing Page and you to the Teacher Landing Page, and navigate
to Foundation 1.3 and discuss climate, precipitation, etc.
Have students do a search for Sequim and look at a few pictures and share any facts they might
find interesting.
Have students take out their WA INTERACTIVE MAP and lightly shade the map similar to the way
it’s shown in this lesson.
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Day 11
Having students understand Washington’s geographical regions is the focus of
today.
Have students login to the Student Landing Page and you to the Teacher Landing Page, and navigate to
Foundation 1.4. Discuss the geographical regions of study and ask questions about weather,
population, elevation, etc.
Have students take out their WA INTERACTIVE MAP and trace out the geographical areas. It will
help if they do this in pen since the last time they used the map, they shaded it in most likely with
crayon or colored pencil.

Day 12
Now that students have an idea of the geographical regions of study, it’s time to start to study them
more in depth. Have students login to the Student Landing Page and you to the Teacher Landing Page,
and navigate to Foundation 1.5. Discuss the characteristics of the coast.
Ask students if they’ve been to the coast, and if so, where.
If time allows, have students do a search for different Washington beaches to get an idea of the beauty
of the coast.
Have students complete the exit ticket.

Day 13
Today, you’ll go through two lessons as you continue discussing geographical
regions.
The more indepth geographical region study continues. Have students login to the Student Landing
Page and you to the Teacher Landing Page, and navigate to Foundation 1.6. Discuss the
characteristics of the Willapa Hills.
Have students complete the exit ticket.
Continue on to Foundation 1.7, the Puget Sound Lowlands. Discuss the characteristics and
complete the exit ticket.
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Day 14
Like yesterday’s lesson, you’ll be covering two geographical regions today.
Have students login to the Student Landing Page and you to the Teacher Landing Page, and navigate to
Foundation 1.8. Discuss the characteristics of the Cascades Region. Complete the exit ticket.
Continue on to Foundation 1.9. Discuss the characteristics of Okanogan Highlands and Columbia
Plateau. Complete the exit ticket.

Day 15
The last of the geographical regions.
Have students login to the Student Landing Page and you to the Teacher Landing Page, and navigate to
Foundation 2.0. Discuss the characteristics of the Blue Mountains. Complete the exit ticket.
Have students take the Geography Foundation Assessment. We would recommend that
students take this individually, either by printing and handing the assessment out, or by sharing it via
Google Classroom.

Day 16
Now that the geographical regions are covered, it’s time to hit the industries and
exports.
Have students login to the Student Landing Page and you to the Teacher Landing Page, and navigate to
Foundation 2.1. Discuss.
Have students list out other industries in Washington state they can think of or that perhaps their family
works in, and how such industries create jobs. A key question to ask: How does Washington’s
location and physical geography impact its economy?
Students complete the exit ticket.
Have students login to the Student Landing Page and you to the Teacher Landing Page, and navigate to
Foundation 2.2. Discuss and complete the exit ticket. A key question to ask: What geographic
features make Washington an attractive trading partner?
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Day 17
Our state government and a bill becoming a law.
Have students login to the Student Landing Page and you to the Teacher Landing Page, and
navigate to Foundation 2.3. Discuss and complete the exit ticket.
Then move on to Foundation 2.4, discussing how a bill becomes a law. Complete the exit
ticket.

THIS COMPLETES THE GEOGRAPHY AND FOUNDATION SECTIONS.
Now would be a good time to give students the Foundation Assessment.
Next, you’ll begin the study of the Geographical Regions.
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For the Regions of Study:
The Geographical Regions of Study are structured the same. Your first stop is always
the Student Articles within each region. For example, the first region of study is the North Cascades.
There are two Student Articles: North Cascades 1.0 and North Cascades 1.1.
We recommend reading and discussing the Student Articles first.
After completing those, you should move to the Picture Galleries. We strongly recommend that
you view the galleries as a class and read each caption and discuss how the information relates to the
Student Articles you’ve read.
Then read the corresponding Furtive chapters.
After that, it’s time to take the assessments over the region of study, which includes a MAP
ASSESSMENT.
This pattern repeats itself for each region of study. Assume that for each teaching day, you’ll go through
at least one Student Article.
We built the program with a 15 week semester in mind and there’s plenty of wiggle room to
incorporate other activities and to take class time to participate in the student contests that will open
up periodically.
Once you finish with all the regions of study, you’re essentially done, though many people like to
continue the story and learning with the DLC-1, downloadable content. The DLC-1 is an additional
purchase.

The first four regions of study

P R I N T A N D C O P Y T H E I N I T I A L M AP
on the following page.

Washington Interactive
Initial Washington State Map

Washington Interactive
Time Period Breakdowns

Section
In Foundation 1.1, students learn about the time
periods used within Washington Interactive.
Earliest People - 5,000-13,000 years ago.
Age of Exploration - 1700-1800
Expansion & Growth - 1800-1900
1900s and beyond - 1900s and beyond
The table to the right breaks down each section
and the associated time period.
* Teaching Tip:
We suggest creating a bulletin board chart in the
classroom with the four time periods and adding
information to the chart after the class reads an
article. See below for an example.
Bulletin Board Example

EP

AE

EG

19+

Time Period

North Cascades 1.0

Earliest People

North Cascades 1.1

Age of Exploration

Upper Northwest 1.0

Earliest People

Upper Northwest 1.1

Expansion & Growth

Puget Sound Lowlands 1.0

Expansion & Growth

Puget Sound Lowlands 1.1

Expansion & Growth

Puget Sound Lowlands 1.2

Expansion & Growth

Puget Sound Lowlands 1.3

Expansion & Growth

Puget Sound Lowlands 1.4

Expansion & Growth

Puget Sound Lowlands 1.5

Expansion & Growth

Puget Sound Lowlands 1.6

Expansion & Growth

Puget Sound Lowlands 1.7

1900s and Beyond

San Juan / Whidbey 1.0

Age of Exploration

San Juan / Whidbey 1.1

Expansion & Growth

Strait of Juan De Fuca 1.0

Earliest People

Olympic Peninsula 1.0

Earliest People

Olympic Peninsula 1.1

Age of Exploration

Olympic Peninsula 1.2

Earliest People

Columbia Gorge 1.0

Age of Exploration

Columbia Gorge 1.1

Expansion & Growth

Columbia Gorge 1.2

Expansion & Growth

Columbia Gorge 1.3

1900s and Beyond

We also suggest putting some placeholder events
into each section. For example, under EP you
could have: Primitive Stone Tools.

Columbia Plateau 1.0

Age of Exploration

Columbia Plateau 1.1

Age of Exploration

Under EG, you could have: Electricity Invented
(1879).

Columbia Plateau 1.2

Expansion & Growth

Columbia Plateau 1.3

Expansion & Growth

Under 19+, you could add: First car invented.

Columbia Plateau 1.4

Expansion & Growth

Columbia Plateau 1.5

1900s and Beyond

Blue Mountains 1.0

Earliest People

Blue Mountains 1.1

Expansion & Growth

Blue Mountains 1.2

Expansion & Growth

Quick Start Guide - Since Time Immemorial: Tribal Sovereignty in Washington State
In 2015, the Legislature passed Senate Bill 5433 requiring the Since Time Immemorial:Tribal Sovereignty in
Washington State or other tribally-developed curriculum be taught in all schools. The use of the Since
Time Immemorial curriculum has been endorsed by all 29 federally recognized tribes.
The middle school curriculum provided by the state is broken up into four units. For Unit 1A:
Territory and Treaty Making, we suggest teaching this unit after studying the Olympic Peninsula
Student Articles.
For Unit 1B, The Walla Walla Treaty Council of 1855, we suggest studying this unit after
finishing The Blue Mountains Student Articles.
For Unit 2: We suggest studying Unit 2: New Technologies and Industries after reading the
Beyond Washington Student Articles.
And lastly for Unit 3: Contemporary Washington State, we also suggest teaching this unit
after reading the Beyond Washington Articles.
More information can be found at OSPI: https://www.k12.wa.us/student-success/resources-subject-area/
time-immemorial-tribal-sovereignty-washington-state/middle-school-curriculum

Tribal Histories and People of Washington
Also found in the Teacher Resource Section are two other sections. The People of
Washington is a resource if you or your students are looking for further people to
study that are connected to Washington state history.
The other is the Tribal Histories of Washington. Here you’ll find direct links to tribal
histories from the tribes themselves.

